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Analysis of contact between Insert and Tip seat

Abstract

During development work of new tools with cemented carbide inserts it is
very important to have knowledge and understanding of how cutting forces
and insert clamping forces are distributed on the common contact surfaces
between insert and tip seat. The reason is that it becomes easier to design the
insert and tool to prevent that plastic deformation and fatigue failure occurs
and to ensure good function.

The purpose of this report is to show how pressure and shear stresses
distributes on the contact surfaces between the insert and the tip seat in the
tool. This is done with a simulation model. Finite Element Analysis is used
to solve the problem. The analyses are made with both a two-dimensional
and a three-dimensional model. The two-dimensional model is compared
with an analytical model.

The results from the analyses show that no plastic deformation occurs in the
tool holder. The results are very sensitive to the element density, which
makes it difficult to evaluate the results. More elements used gives a more
accurate result but also a longer solution time.
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1 Introduction

During development work of new tools with cemented carbide inserts it is
very important to have the knowledge and understanding of how cutting
forces and insert clamping forces distributes on the contact surfaces between
insert and tip seat. The reason is that it becomes easier to design the insert
and tool to prevent that plastic deformation and fatigue failure occurs and to
ensure good function.

The purpose of this report is to show how pressure and shear stresses
distributes on the contact surfaces between the insert and the tip seat in the
tool. This is done with a simulation model.

Finite Element Analysis is used to solve the problem. The finite element
model is built up and analysed with the FEA package ANSYS from
ANSYS, Inc. The model is built up in ANSYS using APDL. This makes it
possible to vary some parameters in the model. Even the cutting parameters
are easy to change. The analyses are made with both a two-dimensional and
a three-dimensional model. The two-dimensional model is compared with
an analytical model. To run the analyses a Silicon Graphics Octane
workstation with two 250 MHz processors and 1 GB RAM is used.

Insert

Tool holder

Figure 1.1 The different parts of the tool.
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2 Description of problem

When analysing how the contact pressure is distributed between the insert
and the tip seat, two factors affect the result more than others do. These two
factors are the contact surfaces i.e. the position of the insert and the tip seat
angle (Figure 2.1). The tip seat angle is designed to be smaller or equal to
the corresponding angle of the insert. This to prevent the insert from rocking
back and forth in the tip seat.

Tip seat angle

Top side

Right side

Figure 2.1 Tip seat angle and different contact surfaces.

When the insert is positioned in the tip seat it is difficult to know the exact
position of the insert. Many different versions are possible. To simplify the
analyses, versions are reduced to two. Either the insert has full contact with
the top side of the tip seat or with the right side of the tip seat (Figure 2.2).

Figure 2.2 Exaggerated illustration of insert position in the tip seat. On the
left insert in contact with top side and to the right in contact with right side.
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2.1 Tip seat angle

In the production of tool holders the tip seat angle can vary within the given
tolerance. The used tolerance band allows the tip seat angle to vary between
89,5 and 90 degrees. To reduce the number of analyses only the extreme
values of the tip seat angle are considered.
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3 Nonlinearity and contact

To solve a contact problem it is necessary to use a nonlinear analysis since
the geometry changes with changes in contact area. In this chapter, solving
of nonlinear problems and models of contact is described. It also explains
how the surface to surface contact elements in ANSYS work. The
information is taken from [1].

3.1 Nonlinearity

A structure is nonlinear if the loading causes significant changes in stiffness.
Two typical reasons that occur or can occur in these analyses are:

• Plasticity
• Altering contact between two bodies

The force-displacement relation for a linear problem can be written as

uKF ⋅= (3.1)

where the K represents structural stiffness. However, Hooke´s Law cannot
be used to solve nonlinear problems since a plot of F (force) and u
(displacement) is not a straight line. The stiffness is no longer constant, but
becomes a function of applied load, KT, and is called tangent stiffness
(Figure 3.1).

K

u

F

u

F
KT

Figure 3.1 Linear and nonlinear stiffness chart.

In a nonlinear analysis, the response cannot be predicted directly with a set
of linear equations. However, a nonlinear structure can be analysed using a
set of iterative series of linear approximations, with corrections. ANSYS
uses an iterative process called the Newton-Raphson method (Figure 3.2).
Each iteration is known as an equilibrium iteration.
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u

F

1

2
3 4

Figure 3.2 A full Newton-Raphson iterative analysis for one increment of
load.

The Newton-Raphson method iterates to a solution using the equation:

[ ]{ } { } { }nrT FFuK −=∆ (3.2)

where

TK N/m2 Tangent stiffness matrix
u∆ m Displacement increment

F N External load vector
nrF N Internal force vector

Each iteration is a separate pass through the equation solver. One iteration is
as high consuming as a single linear static analysis.

The difference between external and internal loads is called the residual. It
is a measure of the force imbalance in the structure. The goal is to iterate
until the residual becomes acceptably small (Figure 3.3). That is, until the
solution is converged. When convergence is achieved, the solution is in
equilibrium, within an acceptable tolerance.

u

Fnr

u1

[ KT]

F

1

2
3 4

Figure 3.3 Solving nonlinear problem with full Newton-Raphson.

As a general rule, sudden changes to any aspect of a system will cause
convergence difficulties. For best convergence behaviour, break down
sudden changes into a series of many small incremental changes.
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3.2 Contact

Contact is a strong nonlinearity, because both the normal and the tangential
stiffness at contact surfaces changes significantly with changing contact
status. Large sudden changes in stiffness often cause severe convergence
difficulties. The fact that the regions of contact are unknown at the start of
the analysis, that most contact problems include friction and that parts might
be unconstrained, makes contact analysis complicated. Friction is an energy-
dissipating phenomenon that requires an accurate load history, with small
time steps. In a static analysis, unconstrained free bodies are mathematically
unstable.

3.2.1 Contact elements

This analysis is made with a new type of contact elements in ANSYS. These
types of contact elements are called surface-to-surface elements and are easy
to apply to all kind of surfaces. The contact element is divided into to types,
one for the contact surface and one for the target surface. The following
elements are used in the analyses.

• 2D elements: CONTA172 and TARGE169
• 3D elements: CONTA174 and TARGE170

The surface to surface elements is ideal for modelling contact between any
two surfaces. An advantage is that far fewer elements are required than with
the node to surface contact elements (Figure 3.4). This means that the
analysis requires less disk space and CPU usage.

Figure 3.4 Node to surface elements in comparison with surface to surface
elements.

The contact elements support lower and higher order elements on the
surface, large deformations with a significant amount of sliding and friction
and they have no restrictions regarding the shape of the target surface.
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4 The model

This chapter describes how the model of insert and tool holder used for
turning is built up, assumptions, material properties of the insert and tool
and boundary conditions. It also includes an analytical model of the
problem.

4.1 Geometry used in calculation

The contact analysis is made in both a two-dimensional and a three-
dimensional model. The geometry in the analyses is from the RC tool holder
of type DSBNR 2525M12 (Figure 4.1). Because there is no symmetry the
complete model is considered in the analysis.

Figure 4.1 RC tool holder DSBNR 2525M12.

4.2 Assumptions and restrictions

Some assumptions and restrictions were made to simplify the finite element
model as much as possible and shorten the solution time.

• All small fillets and chamfers and some short distances on the geometry
of the insert and the tool are neglected.

• The clamping unit is symbolised by reaction forces both on the tool and
on the insert.

• The shank is cut off to reduce the number of elements and minimize the
calculation time.

• The condition is assumed to be static and there are no vibrations.
• The 2-dimensional contact width along the contact line between insert

and tip seat is assumed to be 1 mm.
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4.3 Construction of the model

The model is built up in APDL. APDL stands for ANSYS Parametric
Design Language, a scripting language that one can use to automate
common tasks or even build your model in terms of parameters. APDL also
includes a wide range of other features such as repeating a command,
macros, if-then-else, do-loops, and scalar, vector and matrix operations [2].

The APDL code is summarised in Appendix 1 and 2. Every important
dimension and the cutting parameters are parameterised. This makes it easy
to analyse many different configurations. Highlight from ANSYS is shown
in Figure 4.2.

Figure 4.2 Tool holder and insert as modelled in ANSYS.

4.4 Load conditions

Three loads, two mechanical and one thermal, are applied to the insert and
the tool holder. The first load is the clamping force effecting the insert and
tool holder. The second load is the cutting force that depends on the cutting
parameters. The third load condition is the thermal load that is built up
during the cutting process raising the temperature very high in the cutting
edge.
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4.4.1 Cutting force

The Cutting force is divided into three orthogonal forces: passive-, feed- and
cutting force (Figure 4.3).

Figure 4.3 Passive- (Fp), feed- (Ff) and cutting force (Fc) in a turning
operation.

To calculate the cutting force, Kienzle´s [3] theorem is used. It reads







 −⋅= −

100
11

γ
cm

cc hkk (4.1)

where

ck Pa Specific cutting force for given chip thickness

1ck Pa Nominal specific cutting force
h m Nominal thickness of cut

cm - Rise in specific cutting force as a function of chip
thickness

γ ° Chip rake angle

To calculate passive- and feed forces an approximation is used. They are
assumed to be half the cutting force. This gives a feed force Ff of 606 N and
a passive force Fp of 303 N. All cutting force calculations are summarised in
Appendix 3.
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4.4.2 Clamping force

The clamp force is calculated according to Tjernström [4]. It gives a
clamping force of 1444 N. Calculations of the clamping forces are
summarised in Appendix 4. The clamping force is directed at 40 degrees
relative to the insert (Figure 4.4).

Fclamp

Fclamp

Figure 4.4 Direction of clamping force.

4.4.3 Temperature

During the cutting process the material undergoes an extreme plastic
deformation causing the temperature between tool holder and insert to rise.
Figure 4.5 shows the primary shear zone and the rake surface.

Rake Surface

Primary Shear Zone

Figure 4.5 Primary shear zone and rake surface in the cutting process.
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To calculate the temperature in the primary shear zone and at the rake
surface, the following formulas are used [5]:

bhc

FF
T

p

fc
s ⋅⋅⋅

⋅−
+=

ρ

ϕtan
90,020 (4.2)

and

bhc

F
TT

p

f
sr ⋅⋅⋅

⋅
+=

ρ

ϕtan

25,0
1

(4.3)

where

sT ° C Temperature in primary shear zone

rT ° C Temperature at rake surface

fF N Feed force

cF N Cutting force
ϕ ° Shear plane angle
ρ kg/m3 Density

pc Nm/kg°C Specific heat capacity

h m Chip thickness
b m Cutting depth

These formulas give a temperature directly after the primary shear zone of
418° C and a temperature at the rake surface of 1136° C. All calculations are
summarised in Appendix 5.
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4.5 Material properties

The tool holder used in the analyses is made of steel SS2230 and the insert
is made of cemented carbide.

4.5.1 Tool holder

Material properties for the tool holder are in Table 4.1.

Modulus of elasticity, E 210 GPa
Poisson's ratio, ν 0,3 -
Yield point, σy 1350 MPa
Density, ρ 7850 kg/m3

Table 4.1 Material properties SS2230.

4.5.2 Insert

The insert used in the analyses is SNMG 120408-PM grade H10F. See
Table 4.2 for material properties of the insert.

Modulus of elasticity, E 590 GPa
Poisson's ratio, ν 0,22 -
Density, ρ 15000 kg/m3

Table 4.2 Material properties cemented carbide of grade H10F.
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4.6 Analytical model

The results from the two-dimensional finite element analysis are compared
with an existing analytical model. It is assumed that the tip seat is elastic
and that the top side and right side are in full contact (Figure 4.6).

Fx

Fy

βy

x δx

δy

Fclamp

0

α
δy+(β−α)x

δx−βy

Figure 4.6 Illustration of the analytical model.

The equilibrium equations for the analytical model are

→: ( ) 0
0

=−− ∫
w

xx yykF δβδ (4.4)

↑: ( )( ) 0
0

=−+− ∫ xxkF
w

yy δαβδ (4.5)

0 : ( )( ) ( ) 0
22 00

=−−−++− ∫∫
w

x

w

yyx yyykxxxk
w

F
w

F δβδδαβδ (4.6)

where

w m Width of insert
clampF N Clamping force

In the equilibrium equations there are three unknown parameters: β , δx and
δy. All analytical solutions are shown in Appendix 6.
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5 Results

Presentation of the results with clamping- and cutting-force applied, from
both the two- and three-dimensional analyses.

5.1 2-D Results

These results from the 2-D analyses show a maximum contact pressure in
the contact areas around 222 MPa. 2177 elements are used in the analyses
and the solution time is about 15 minutes. Figure 5.1 to Figure 5.4 show the
contact pressure for the four different configurations.

Figure 5.1 Tip seat angle 89,5 degrees and contact surface against top side.
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Figure 5.2 Tip seat angle 89,5 degrees and contact surface against right
side.

Figure 5.3 Tip seat angle 90 degrees and contact surface against top side.
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Figure 5.4 Tip seat angle 90 degrees and contact surface against right side.
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5.2 3-D Results

These results from the 3-D analyses show a maximum contact pressure in
the contact areas around 1290 MPa. 10000 elements are used in the analyses
and the solution time is about 5 hours. Figure 5.5 to Figure 5.8 show the
contact pressure for the four different configurations.

Figure 5.5 Tip seat angle 89,5 degrees and contact surface against top side.
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Figure 5.6 Tip seat angle 89,5 degrees and contact surface against right
side.
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Figure 5.7 Tip seat angle 90 degrees and contact surface against top side.

Figure 5.8 Tip seat angle 90 degrees and contact surface against right side.
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6 Conclusions

A nonlinear contact analysis is a very demanding process. It demands a lot
of computer power and also insight in how to tune the solver to get it to
converge. Figure 6.1 illustrates how the solution time increases with the
number of elements. The solution time can vary between a couple of hours
and a couple of days. In any finite element analysis it is also very important
to verify the results. Due to the increased complexity of nonlinear
behaviour, nonlinear results are generally more difficult to verify. Figure 6.1
also shows a sensitivity study that is made in this analysis. It shows that if
too few elements are used, one gets an incorrect answer.
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Figure 6.1 Solution time and contact pressure in comparison to number of
elements.

With those two dilemmas in mind, the understanding of how difficult it can
be to find the most efficient solution grows. Despite the difficulties, a finite
analysis is a grateful help in analysing mechanical problems. The chart in
Figure 6.1 shows that a good result is achieved when about 10000 elements
or more are used (3-dimensional analysis).

There are big differences in the result between the different configurations
in the 2-dimensional analysis. The maximum pressure in the configurations
with a tip seat angle of 90 degrees is 957 MPa, which is twice the maximum
pressure in the configuration with a tip seat angle of 89.5 degrees. In both
cases the maximum pressure occurs in the upper right corner of the tip seat.
The analytical model gives almost the same result as the 2-dimensional
analysis.
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The results from the 3-dimensional analyses are higher than the results from
the 2-dimensional analyses. This because the top side of the tool holder is
elastic and acts like a cantilever beam in the 2-dimensional analyses. The
top side of the tip seat is not coupled to the bottom of the tip seat. The
maximum pressure in the configuration with a tip seat angle of 89,5 degrees
and contact surface to the right is 1330 MPa. That is close to the yieldpoint
(1350 MPa) and it occurs in the corner of the tip seat. This is a local
maximum that can be neglected. For 90-degree tip seat angle the insert has
no support towards the corner of the tip seat and therefor the insert may
rotate in the tip seat (Figure 5.7 and Figure 5.8).

In all the analyses the temperature load condition is left out. That's because
the new type of surface to surface contact element was not able to transmit
temperatures from one part to another. If that had been possible the
maximum pressure in the analyses had been higher.
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Appendix 1 2-Dimensional APDL code

/COM *************************************************************
/COM Macro for 2-d analysis of contact between insert and tip seat
/COM Written: Thomas Wikgren
/COM Date: 24-03-2001
/COM *************************************************************

/FILNAME,con2d_90_top
/CONFIG,NPROC,2
/PREP7

PI=ACOS(-1) ! Definition of pi
*AFUN,DEG

/COM ---Parameters---

*ASK,AT1,Angle of tip seat? [degrees]:,89.5
*ASK,QE,Contact surface for insert against tool. Right or top [r/t]?,'t'
*ASK,ES,Element size in contact areas [m]:,0.5e-3
*ASK,ES2,Element size in the rest of areas [m]:,ES*3

/COM ---Cutting parameters---

AP=2e-3 ! Cutting depth [m]
K=75 ! Setting angle [deg]
KC1=1700e6 ! Specific cutting force [Pa]
MC=0.25 ! Constant
FN=0.25e-3 ! Working feed [m/r]
H=FN*SIN(K) ! Chip thickness [m]
KC=KC1*(H*1000)**(-MC) ! Specific cutting force [Pa]

/COM ---Parameters for Tool holder---

WT=25e-3 ! Width of tool [m]
FT1=22e-3 ! Distance from origo to top of tool [m]
LT1=35e-3 ! Length of tool [m]
LT2=11.1e-3 ! Length of insert pocket [m]
LT3=14.7e-3 ! Distance from origo to front corner [m]
LT4=17.3e-3 ! Distance from front corner to tip corner [m]
LT5=0.73e-3 ! Length of flat distance in toolhole [m]
LT6=22.57e-3 ! Distance from origo to clamp hole [m]
LT7=22.204e-3 ! Distance from origo to tip corner [m]
AT2=17.25 ! Angle of tip section [deg]
AT3=40 ! Angle of clamp [deg]
RT=2.35e-3 ! Radius of hole in tool [m]
RT2=3.65e-3 ! Radius of clamphole in tool [m]

/COM ---Parameters for Insert---

WI=12e-3 ! Width of insert [m]
AI1=74.725 ! Angle [deg]
RI=2.75e-3 ! Radius of hole in insert [m]

/COM ---Parameters for loading---

MY=0.12 ! Friction coefficient between tool and clamp
FCC=3370 ! Clamp force acting on insert [N]
FDC=1040 ! Clamp force acting on insert [N]
FSC=6290 ! Clamp force acting on insert [N]
FIH=(MY*FCC)+FDC ! Horisontal insert fixing force [N]
FTH=FDC+(0.12*(FSC+FCC)) ! Horisontal tool fixing force [N]
FC=FN*AP*KC ! Cutting force [N]
FF=0.5*FC ! Feedforce [N]
FP=0.5*FF ! Passive force [N]
FT=2199 ! Tool fixing force [N]
F=(FF**2+FP**2)**(1/2)

/COM ---Element type---

ET,1,PLANE183,,,3 ! Element on tool, thickness input
ET,2,PLANE183,,,3 ! Element on insert, thickness input
ET,3,TARGE169 ! Target element on insert
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ET,4,CONTA172 ! Contact element on tool

/COM ---Material---

!--Steel--

ESTL=210e9 ! Modul of elasticity for steel
MP,EX,1,ESTL
MP,NUXY,1,0.3 ! Poissons ratio for steel
MP,DENS,1,7850 ! Density for steel
TB,BKIN,1 ! Bilinear kinematic hardening plasticity
TBTEMP,20 ! Temperature
TBDATA,1,1350e6,ESTL/10 ! Yieldpoint, tangent modulus

!--Cemented carbide--

MP,EX,2,590e9 ! Modul of elasticity for cemented carbide
MP,NUXY,2,0.22 ! Poissons ratio for cemented carbide
MP,DENS,2,15000 ! Density for cemented carbide

!--Friction--

MP,MU,3,0.2 ! Friction coefficient of contact surfaces

/COM ---Real constant sets---

R,1,1e-3 ! Elements of tool, thickness input
R,2,1e-3 ! Elements of insert, thickness input
R,3,,,,,!1e-3 ! Contact elements, initial contact closure
R,4,,,,,!1e-3 ! Contact elements, initial contact closure

/COM ---Tool holder---

!--Parameters--

YT02=(SIN(135-AT1/2)*LT2/SIN(AT1/2)-RT/TAN(AT1/2)+LT5)*COS(45)
XT02=(SIN(135-AT1/2)*LT2/SIN(AT1/2)-RT/TAN(AT1/2)+LT5)*COS(45)
XT10=LT2
YT10=0
XT11=(SIN(135-(AT1/2))*LT2*COS(45)/SIN(AT1/2))+(RT*COS(135-
(AT1/2))/SIN(AT1/2))
YT11=(LT2*COS(45)-RT)/SIN(AT1/2)
XT12=((SIN(135-AT1/2)*LT2+RT*(COS(AT1/2)-
SIN(AT1/2)))/SIN(AT1/2)+(LT5))*COS(45)
YT12=(LT2*COS(45)-RT)/SIN(AT1/2)+LT5*COS(45)
YT13=(SIN(135-AT1/2)*LT2/SIN(AT1/2)-RT/TAN(AT1/2)+(LT5+RT))*COS(45)
XT13=(SIN(135-AT1/2)*LT2/SIN(AT1/2)-RT/TAN(AT1/2)+(LT5+RT))*COS(45)
XT14=XT02+(RT*SIN(180/5))
YT14=YT02+(RT*COS(180/5))
XT15=XT02+(RT*SIN(180/8))
YT15=YT02+(RT*COS(180/8))
XT16=(LT2*COS(45)-RT)/SIN(AT1/2)+LT5*COS(45)
YT16=((SIN(135-AT1/2)*LT2+RT*(COS(AT1/2)-
SIN(AT1/2)))/SIN(AT1/2)+(LT5))*COS(45)
YT17=(SIN(135-(AT1/2))*LT2*COS(45)/SIN(AT1/2))+(RT*COS(135-
(AT1/2))/SIN(AT1/2))
XT17=(LT2*COS(45)-RT)/SIN(AT1/2)
XT18=0
YT18=LT2
XT19=0
YT19=LT3
XT20=LT7
YT20=(LT7-LT2)/TAN(K)
XT21=LT4*COS(90-K+AT2)
YT21=LT3+LT4*SIN(90-K+AT2)
XT40=LT7+10e-3
YT40=-LT2*COS(K)
XT41=LT3/TAN(K)+(FT1-LT3*SIN(K))/TAN(AT2)
YT41=FT1
XT45=LT1
YT45=-LT2*COS(K)
XT46=LT1
YT46=FT1
XT47=LT6*COS(AT3)
YT47=LT6*SIN(AT3)
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!--Keypoints--

CLOCAL,20,0,0,0,0,K-90,0,0 ! Coordinate system for insert pocket
CSYS,20

K,01,0,0
K,02,XT02,YT02
*DO,INT,10,21,1
  K,INT,XT%INT%,YT%INT%
*ENDDO

CSYS,0

K,40,XT40,YT40
K,41,XT41,YT41
K,45,XT45,YT45
K,46,XT46,YT46

!--Lines--

L,10,11
L,10,20
L,11,12
LARC,12,14,13
!L,14,21
L,16,17
LARC,14,16,15
L,17,18
L,18,19
L,19,21
L,20,21
L,20,40
L,21,41
L,40,41
L,40,45
L,41,46
L,45,46

!--Areas--

KSEL,S,KP,,10,21
LSLK,S,1
AL,ALL

KSEL,S,KP,,20,21
KSEL,A,KP,,40,41
LSLK,S,1
AL,ALL

KSEL,S,KP,,40,41
KSEL,A,KP,,45,46
LSLK,S,1
AL,ALL

!--Mesh--

MAT,1
TYPE,1
REAL,1

KSEL,S,KP,,10,19
LSLK,S,1
LESIZE,ALL,ES
ALLSEL

KSEL,S,KP,,10,46
LSLK,S,1
LESIZE,ALL,ES2
ASLL,S,1
!MSHAPE,1,2D
AMESH,ALL
ALLSEL

CSYS,20
CLOCAL,45,1,XT47,YT47,0,0,0,0 ! Coordinate system for clamp
CSYS,45
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NSEL,S,LOC,X,0,RT2
NSEL,R,LOC,Z,0
CM,CLAM,NODE ! Nodes for clamp
CSYS,0
ALLSEL

/COM---Insert---

!--Selection of contact surface for insert against tool--

*IF,QE,EQ,'r',THEN
  X50C=-(WI-LT2*SIN(45+AT1/2))*SIN(90-AT1/2)/SIN(45)
  Y50C=-(WI-LT2*SIN(45+AT1/2))*COS(90-AT1/2)/SIN(45)
  R50C=AT1/2-45
*ELSEIF,QE,EQ,'t',THEN
  X50C=-(WI-LT2*SIN(45+AT1/2))*COS(90-AT1/2)/SIN(45)
  Y50C=-(WI-LT2*SIN(45+AT1/2))*SIN(90-AT1/2)/SIN(45)
  R50C=45-AT1/2
*ENDIF

CSYS,20

CLOCAL,50,0,X50C,Y50C,0,R50C,0,0 ! Coordinate system for insert
CLOCAL,55,1,WI/2,WI/2,0,0,0,0 ! Coordinate system for inserthole
CSYS,50

XI52=0
YI52=WI
XI61=AP/SIN(K)
YI61=0
XI91=WI
YI91=0
XI92=WI
YI92=WI

K,51,0,0
K,52,XI52,YI52
K,61,XI61,YI61
K,91,XI91,YI91
K,92,XI92,YI92

L,51,91
L,91,92
L,92,52
L,52,51

CSYS,55

RI62=RI
VI62=225
RI81=RI
VI81=315
RI82=RI
VI82=45
RI63=RI
VI63=135

K,71,0,0
K,62,RI62,VI62
K,63,RI63,VI63
K,81,RI81,VI81
K,82,RI82,VI82

LARC,62,81,71,RI
LARC,81,82,71,RI
LARC,82,63,71,RI
LARC,63,62,71,RI
L,51,62
L,91,81
L,92,82
L,52,63

CSYS,0

!--Areas--
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KSEL,S,KP,,51,62,11
KSEL,A,KP,,81,91,10
LSLK,S,1
AL,ALL

KSEL,S,KP,,81,91,10
KSEL,A,KP,,82,92,10
LSLK,S,1
AL,ALL

KSEL,S,KP,,82,92,10
KSEL,A,KP,,52,63,11
LSLK,S,1
AL,ALL

KSEL,S,KP,,51,52
KSEL,A,KP,,62,63
LSLK,S,1
AL,ALL

!--Mesh--

MAT,2
TYPE,2
REAL,2

KSEL,S,KP,,51,92
LSLK,S,1
LESIZE,ALL,ES
ALLSEL

KSEL,S,KP,,51,92
LSLK,S,1
ASLL,S,1
!MSHAPE,1,2D
AMESH,ALL
ALLSEL

CSYS,55

NSEL,S,LOC,X,RI
NSEL,R,LOC,Y,AT3-90,AT3+90
NSEL,R,LOC,Z,-HI,0
CM,FIXF,NODE ! Nodes for fixing force
CMSEL,NONE

CSYS,50
NSEL,S,LOC,X,0,AP/SIN(K)
NSEL,R,LOC,Y,0,0
CM,LOAD,NODE ! Nodes for cutting force

CSYS,0
ALLSEL

/COM ----------Generate contact elements-----------

MAT,3

!--Right side--

REAL,3

!-Target surface-

TYPE,3
KSEL,S,KP,,91,92
LSLK,S,1
NSLL,S,1
ESLN,S,0
ESURF,ALL

!-Contact surface-

TYPE,4
KSEL,S,KP,,10,11
LSLK,S,1
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NSLL,S,1
ESLN,S,0
ESURF,ALL
ALLSEL

!--Top side--

REAL,4

!-Target surface-

TYPE,3
KSEL,S,KP,,52,92,40
LSLK,S,1
NSLL,S,1
ESLN,S,0
ESURF,ALL

!-Contact surface-

TYPE,4
KSEL,S,KP,,17,18
LSLK,S,1
NSLL,S,1
ESLN,S,0
ESURF,ALL
ALLSEL

/SOLUTION

*IF,QE,EQ,'r',THEN
  FIXS='right'
*ELSEIF,QE,EQ,'t',THEN
  FIXS='top'
*ENDIF

/TITLE,Fixed to %FIXS%. Tip seat angle = %AT1%

/COM ---Boundary Conditions---

KSEL,S,KP,,40,41
KSEL,A,KP,,45,46
LSLK,S,1
NSLL,S,1
D,ALL,ALL
ALLSEL

/COM ---Options for solver---

ANTYPE,STATIC ! Static solution
NLGEOM,ON ! Large displacement
OUTRES,ALL,LAST ! Output

AUTOTS,OFF ! Auto time stepping
NSUBST,1,1000,1 ! Substeps
PRED,ON ! Prediction
NROPT,FULL,,OFF ! Newton-Raphson solver
LNSRCH,ON ! Linesearch
NEQIT,100 ! Maximum number of iterations

/COM ---Loads and solution---

!--Fixing force--

CSYS,0

TIMEC=1

*DO,T,1,TIMEC,1
  CMSEL,S,FIXF
  FSH=FIH*T/TIMEC
  *GET,SUM1,NODE,,COUNT
  F,ALL,FX,FSH*COS(AT3-90+K+R50C)/SUM1
  F,ALL,FY,FSH*SIN(AT3-90+K+R50C)/SUM1
  CMSEL,S,CLAM
  *GET,SUM2,NODE,,COUNT
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  F,ALL,FX,-FTH*COS(AT3-90+K+R50C)*T/TIMEC/SUM2
  F,ALL,FY,-FTH*SIN(AT3-90+K+R50C)*T/TIMEC/SUM2
  ALLSEL
  TIME,T
  SOLVE
  SAVE
*ENDDO

!--Cutting force--

CSYS,0

CMSEL,S,LOAD
*GET,SUM3,NODE,,COUNT
F,ALL,FY,FF/SUM3
F,ALL,FX,FP/SUM3
ALLSEL

TIME,TIMEC+1
SOLVE
FINISH

/COM ---General Postprocessing---

/POST1

/PLOPTS,LEG2,OFF ! Portion of legend column off
/PLOPTS,FRAME,OFF ! No frame

ALLSEL
SET,LAST ! Select last load set
/CONTOUR,1,20 ! Number of contour values
PLNSOL,CONT,PRES ! Plot contact pressure

sandvik_logo.mac ! Plot Sandvik Coromant logo

SAVE
FINISH
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Appendix 2 3-Dimensional APDL code

/COM *************************************************************
/COM Macro for 3-d analysis of contact between insert and tip seat
/COM Written: Thomas Wikgren
/COM Date: 24-03-2001
/COM *************************************************************

/FILNAME,con3d_90_right
/CONFIG,NPROC,2
/PREP7

PI=ACOS(-1) ! Definition of pi
*AFUN,DEG

/COM ---Parameters---

*ASK,AT1,Angle of tip seat? [degrees]:,89.5
*ASK,QE,Contact surface for insert against tool. Right or top [r/t]?,'t'
*ASK,ES,Element size in contact areas [m]:,1.4e-3
*ASK,ES2,Element size in the rest of areas [m]:,ES*3

/COM ---Cutting parameters---

AP=2e-3 ! Cutting depth [m]
K=75 ! Setting angle [deg]
KC1=1700e6 ! Specific cutting force [Pa]
MC=0.25 ! Constant
FN=0.25e-3 ! Working feed [m/r]
H=FN*SIN(K) ! Chip thickness [m]
KC=KC1*(H*1000)**(-MC) ! Specific cutting force [Pa]

/COM ---Parameters for Tool holder---

WT=25e-3 ! Width of tool [m]
HT=25e-3 ! Height of tool [m]
HT1=21.29e-3
DT=4.26e-3 ! Depth of insert pocket [m]
FT1=22e-3 ! Distance from origo to top of tool [m]
LT1=35e-3 ! Length of tool [m]
LT2=11.1e-3 ! Length of insert pocket [m]
LT3=14.7e-3 ! Distance from origo to front corner [m]
LT4=17.3e-3 ! Distance from front corner to tip corner [m]
LT5=0.73e-3 ! Length of flat distance in toolhole [m]
LT6=22.57e-3 ! Distance from origo to clamp hole [m]
LT7=22.204e-3 ! Distance from origo to tip corner [m]
AT2=17.25 ! Angle of tip section [deg]
AT3=40 ! Angle of clamp [deg]
AT4=6.03 ! Angle of insert pocket [deg]
AT5=2/3 ! Clearence angle [deg]
RT=2.35e-3 ! Radius of hole in tool [m]
RT2=3.65e-3 ! Radius of clamphole in tool [m]

/COM ---Parameters for Insert---

WI=12e-3 ! Width of insert [m]
HI=4.76e-3 ! Height of insert [m]
AI1=74.725*PI/180 ! Angle [rad]
RI=2.75e-3 ! Radius of hole in insert [m]

/COM ---Parameters for loading---

MY=0.12 ! Friction coefficient between tool and clamp
FCC=3370 ! Clamp force acting on insert [N]
FDC=1040 ! Clamp force acting on insert [N]
FSC=6290 ! Clamp force acting on insert [N]
FIH=(MY*FCC)+FDC ! Horisontal insert fixing force [N]
FIV=(MY*FDC)+FCC ! Vertical insert fixing force [N]
FTH=FDC+(0.12*(FSC+FCC)) ! Horisontal tool fixing force [N]
FTV=FSC-FCC-(MY*FDC) ! Vertical tool fixing force [N]
FC=FN*AP*KC ! Cutting force [N]
FF=0.5*FC ! Feedforce [N]
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FP=0.5*FF ! Passive force [N]
FT=2199 ! Tool fixing force [N]
F=(FF**2+FP**2)**(1/2)

/COM ---Element type---

ET,1,SOLID92 ! Solid element on tool
ET,2,SOLID92 ! Solid element on insert
ET,3,CONTA174 ! Contact element on tool
ET,4,TARGE170 ! Target element on insert

/COM ---Material---

!--Steel--

ESTL=210e9 ! Module of elasticity for steel
MP,EX,1,ESTL
MP,NUXY,1,0.3 ! Poissons ratio for steel
MP,DENS,1,7850 ! Density for steel
TB,BKIN,1 ! Bilinear kinematic hardening plasticity
TBTEMP,20 ! Temperature
TBDATA,1,1350e6,ESTL/10 ! Yieldpoint, tangent modulus

!--Cemented carbide--

MP,EX,2,590e9 ! Module of elasticity for cemented carbide
MP,NUXY,2,0.22 ! Poissons ratio for cemented carbide
MP,DENS,2,15000 ! Density for cemented carbide

!--Friction--

MP,MU,3,0.1 ! Friction coefficient of contact surfaces

/COM ---Real constant sets---

R,1 ! Solid elements of tool
R,2 ! Solid elements of insert
R,3 ! Contact elements
R,4 ! Contact elements
R,5 ! Contact elements

/COM ---Tool holder---

!--Parameters--

YT02=(SIN(135-AT1/2)*LT2/SIN(AT1/2)-RT/TAN(AT1/2)+LT5)*COS(45)
XT02=(SIN(135-AT1/2)*LT2/SIN(AT1/2)-RT/TAN(AT1/2)+LT5)*COS(45)
XT10=LT2
YT10=0
XT11=(SIN(135-(AT1/2))*LT2*COS(45)/SIN(AT1/2))+(RT*COS(135-
(AT1/2))/SIN(AT1/2))
YT11=(LT2*COS(45)-RT)/SIN(AT1/2)
XT12=((SIN(135-AT1/2)*LT2+RT*(COS(AT1/2)-
SIN(AT1/2)))/SIN(AT1/2)+(LT5))*COS(45)
YT12=(LT2*COS(45)-RT)/SIN(AT1/2)+LT5*COS(45)
YT13=(SIN(135-AT1/2)*LT2/SIN(AT1/2)-RT/TAN(AT1/2)+(LT5+RT))*COS(45)
XT13=(SIN(135-AT1/2)*LT2/SIN(AT1/2)-RT/TAN(AT1/2)+(LT5+RT))*COS(45)
XT14=XT02+(RT*SIN(180/5))
YT14=YT02+(RT*COS(180/5))
XT15=XT02+(RT*SIN(180/8))
YT15=YT02+(RT*COS(180/8))
XT16=(LT2*COS(45)-RT)/SIN(AT1/2)+LT5*COS(45)
YT16=((SIN(135-AT1/2)*LT2+RT*(COS(AT1/2)-
SIN(AT1/2)))/SIN(AT1/2)+(LT5))*COS(45)
YT17=(SIN(135-(AT1/2))*LT2*COS(45)/SIN(AT1/2))+(RT*COS(135-
(AT1/2))/SIN(AT1/2))
XT17=(LT2*COS(45)-RT)/SIN(AT1/2)
XT18=0
YT18=LT2
XT19=0
YT19=LT3
XT20=LT7
YT20=(LT7-LT2)/TAN(K)
XT21=LT4*COS(90-K+AT2)
YT21=LT3+LT4*SIN(90-K+AT2)
XT30=LT7+5e-3
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YT30=-LT2*COS(K)
XT40=LT7+10e-3
YT40=-LT2*COS(K)
XT41=LT3/TAN(K)+(FT1-LT3)/TAN(AT2)
YT41=FT1
XT31=(XT41-(LT3/TAN(K)+LT4*COS(AT2)))/2+(LT3/TAN(K)+LT4*COS(AT2))
YT31=(YT41-(LT3+LT4*SIN(AT2)))/2+(LT3+LT4*SIN(AT2))
XT45=LT1
YT45=-LT2*COS(K)
XT46=LT1
YT46=FT1
XT47=LT6*COS(AT3)
YT47=LT6*SIN(AT3)

!--Keypoints--

CLOCAL,20,0,0,0,0,K-90,0,-AT4 ! Coordinate system for top of insert
pocket
CSYS,20

K,01,0,0
K,02,XT02,YT02
*DO,INT,10,21,1
  K,INT,XT%INT%,YT%INT%
*ENDDO

CLOCAL,25,0,0,0,-DT,0,0,0 ! Coordinate system for bottom of
insert pocket
CSYS,25

K,101,0,0
K,102,XT02,YT02
*DO,INT,110,121,1
  K,INT,XT%INT-100%,YT%INT-100%
*ENDDO

CLOCAL,30,0,0,0,-HT1,0,0,AT4 ! Coordinate system for bottom of
holder
CSYS,30

K,201,0,0
K,202,XT02,YT02
*DO,INT,210,221,1
  K,INT,XT%INT-200%,YT%INT-200%
*ENDDO

CLOCAL,35,0,0,0,0,90-K,0,0 ! Coordinate system for bottom of
holder
CSYS,35

K,230,XT30,YT30
K,231,XT31,YT31
K,240,XT40,YT40
K,241,XT41,YT41
K,245,XT45,YT45
K,246,XT46,YT46

CLOCAL,40,0,0,0,HT,0,0,0 ! Coordinate system for top at back of
holder
CSYS,40

K,30,XT30,YT30
K,31,XT31,YT31
K,40,XT40,YT40
K,41,XT41,YT41
K,45,XT45,YT45
K,46,XT46,YT46

CSYS,0

!--Move keypoints--

EPS=DT*TAN(AT5)

CSKP,150,0,101,111,115,1,1,
CSYS,150
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*GET,XTEMP,KP,110,LOC,X
*GET,YTEMP,KP,110,LOC,Y
KMODIF,110,XTEMP+EPS,YTEMP,0

*GET,XTEMP,KP,111,LOC,X
*GET,YTEMP,KP,111,LOC,Y
KMODIF,111,XTEMP+EPS,YTEMP,0

*GET,XTEMP,KP,117,LOC,X
*GET,YTEMP,KP,117,LOC,Y
KMODIF,117,XTEMP,YTEMP+EPS,0

*GET,XTEMP,KP,118,LOC,X
*GET,YTEMP,KP,118,LOC,Y
KMODIF,118,XTEMP,YTEMP+EPS,0

CSYS,0

!--Lines--

L,10,11
L,10,20
L,11,12
LARC,12,14,13
L,14,21
L,16,17
LARC,14,16,15
L,17,18
L,18,19
L,19,21
L,20,21
L,20,30
L,21,31
L,30,31
L,30,40
L,31,41
L,40,41
L,40,45
L,41,46
L,45,46

L,101,110
L,101,118
L,110,111
L,110,120
L,111,112
LARC,112,114,113
L,114,121
L,116,117
LARC,114,116,115
L,117,118
L,118,119
L,119,121
L,120,121

L,201,210
L,201,218
L,210,211
L,210,220
L,211,212
LARC,212,214,213
L,214,221
L,216,217
LARC,214,216,215
L,217,218
L,218,219
L,219,221
L,220,221
L,220,230
L,221,231
L,230,231
L,230,240
L,231,241
L,240,241
L,240,245
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L,241,246
L,245,246

!--Vertical lines--

L,10,110
L,11,111
L,12,112
L,14,114
L,16,116
L,17,117
L,18,118
L,19,119
L,20,120
L,21,121

L,30,230
L,31,231
L,40,240
L,41,241
L,45,245
L,46,246

L,101,201
L,110,210
L,111,211
L,112,212
L,114,214
L,116,216
L,117,217
L,118,218
L,119,219
L,120,220
L,121,221

!--Areas--

KSEL,S,KP,,40,41
LSLK,S,1
CM,L_ONE,LINE
KSEL,S,KP,,240,241
LSLK,A,1
CM,L_TWO,LINE
ASKIN,L_TWO,L_ONE
CM,TDARE_1,AREA
CMSEL,NONE

KSEL,S,KP,,30,31
LSLK,S,1
CM,L_ONE,LINE
KSEL,S,KP,,230,231
LSLK,A,1
CM,L_TWO,LINE
ASKIN,L_TWO,L_ONE
CM,TDARE_2,AREA
CMSEL,NONE

KSEL,S,KP,,30,31
LSLK,S,1
CM,L_ONE,LINE
KSEL,S,KP,,120,121
LSLK,A,1
CM,L_TWO,LINE
ASKIN,L_TWO,L_ONE
CM,TDARE_3,AREA
CMSEL,NONE

KSEL,S,KP,,20,21
LSLK,S,1
CM,L_ONE,LINE
KSEL,S,KP,,120,121
LSLK,A,1
CM,L_TWO,LINE
ASKIN,L_TWO,L_ONE
CM,TDARE_4,AREA
CMSEL,NONE
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KSEL,S,KP,,120,121
LSLK,S,1
CM,L_ONE,LINE
KSEL,S,KP,,220,221
LSLK,A,1
CM,L_TWO,LINE
ASKIN,L_TWO,L_ONE
CM,TDARE_5,AREA
CMSEL,NONE

KSEL,S,KP,,14,114,100
LSLK,S,1
CM,L_ONE,LINE
KSEL,S,KP,,21,121,100
LSLK,A,1
CM,L_TWO,LINE
ASKIN,L_TWO,L_ONE
CM,TDARE_6,AREA
CMSEL,NONE

KSEL,S,KP,,110,112
KSEL,A,KP,,120,121
KSEL,A,KP,,114
LSLK,S,1
AL,ALL
CM,TDARE_7,AREA
CMSEL,NONE

KSEL,S,KP,,114,119
KSEL,A,KP,,121
LSLK,S,1
AL,ALL
CM,TDARE_8,AREA
CMSEL,NONE

KSEL,S,KP,,110,111
LSLK,S,1
CM,L_ONE,LINE
KSEL,S,KP,,210,211
LSLK,A,1
CM,L_TWO,LINE
ASKIN,L_TWO,L_ONE
CM,TDARE_9,AREA
CMSEL,NONE

KSEL,S,KP,,111,112
LSLK,S,1
CM,L_ONE,LINE
KSEL,S,KP,,211,212
LSLK,A,1
CM,L_TWO,LINE
ASKIN,L_TWO,L_ONE
CM,TDARE_10,AREA
CMSEL,NONE

KSEL,S,KP,,112,114,2
LSLK,S,1
CM,L_ONE,LINE
KSEL,S,KP,,212,214,2
LSLK,A,1
CM,L_TWO,LINE
ASKIN,L_TWO,L_ONE
CM,TDARE_11,AREA
CMSEL,NONE

KSEL,S,KP,,114,121,7
LSLK,S,1
CM,L_ONE,LINE
KSEL,S,KP,,214,221,7
LSLK,A,1
CM,L_TWO,LINE
ASKIN,L_TWO,L_ONE
CM,TDARE_12,AREA
CMSEL,NONE
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KSEL,S,KP,,114,116,2
LSLK,S,1
CM,L_ONE,LINE
KSEL,S,KP,,214,216,2
LSLK,A,1
CM,L_TWO,LINE
ASKIN,L_TWO,L_ONE
CM,TDARE_13,AREA
CMSEL,NONE

KSEL,S,KP,,116,117
LSLK,S,1
CM,L_ONE,LINE
KSEL,S,KP,,216,217
LSLK,A,1
CM,L_TWO,LINE
ASKIN,L_TWO,L_ONE
CM,TDARE_14,AREA
CMSEL,NONE

KSEL,S,KP,,117,118
LSLK,S,1
CM,L_ONE,LINE
KSEL,S,KP,,217,218
LSLK,A,1
CM,L_TWO,LINE
ASKIN,L_TWO,L_ONE
CM,TDARE_15,AREA
CMSEL,NONE

!--Volumes--

!--Volume 1--

KSEL,S,KP,,41,46,5
LSLK,S,1
CM,L_ONE,LINE
KSEL,S,KP,,241,246,5
LSLK,A,1
CM,L_TWO,LINE
ASKIN,L_TWO,L_ONE

KSEL,S,KP,,40,45,5
LSLK,S,1
CM,L_ONE,LINE
KSEL,S,KP,,240,245,5
LSLK,A,1
CM,L_TWO,LINE
ASKIN,L_TWO,L_ONE

KSEL,S,KP,,45,46
LSLK,S,1
CM,L_ONE,LINE
KSEL,S,KP,,245,246
LSLK,A,1
CM,L_TWO,LINE
ASKIN,L_TWO,L_ONE

KSEL,S,KP,,40,41
KSEL,A,KP,,45,46
LSLK,S,1
AL,ALL

KSEL,S,KP,,240,241
KSEL,A,KP,,245,246
LSLK,S,1
AL,ALL

CMSEL,A,TDARE_1
VA,ALL
CM,TAREA_1,AREA
CM,TVOL_1,VOLU
CMSEL,NONE

!--Volume 2--
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KSEL,S,KP,,31,41,10
LSLK,S,1
CM,L_ONE,LINE
KSEL,S,KP,,231,241,10
LSLK,A,1
CM,L_TWO,LINE
ASKIN,L_TWO,L_ONE
CMSEL,NONE

KSEL,S,KP,,30,40,10
LSLK,S,1
CM,L_ONE,LINE
KSEL,S,KP,,230,240,10
LSLK,A,1
CM,L_TWO,LINE
ASKIN,L_TWO,L_ONE
CMSEL,NONE

KSEL,S,KP,,30,31
KSEL,A,KP,,40,41
LSLK,S,1
AL,ALL

KSEL,S,KP,,230,231
KSEL,A,KP,,240,241
LSLK,S,1
AL,ALL

CMSEL,A,TDARE_1
CMSEL,A,TDARE_2
VA,ALL
CM,TAREA_2,AREA
CM,TVOL_2,VOLU
CMSEL,NONE

!--Volume 3--

KSEL,S,KP,,21,31,10
LSLK,S,1
CM,L_ONE,LINE
KSEL,S,KP,,31,121,90
LSLK,A,1
CM,L_TWO,LINE
ASKIN,L_TWO,L_ONE
CMSEL,NONE

KSEL,S,KP,,20,30,10
LSLK,S,1
CM,L_ONE,LINE
KSEL,S,KP,,30,120,90
LSLK,A,1
CM,L_TWO,LINE
ASKIN,L_TWO,L_ONE
CMSEL,NONE

KSEL,S,KP,,20,21
LSLK,S,1
CM,L_ONE,LINE
KSEL,S,KP,,30,31
LSLK,A,1
CM,L_TWO,LINE
ASKIN,L_TWO,L_ONE
CMSEL,NONE

CMSEL,A,TDARE_3
CMSEL,A,TDARE_4
VA,ALL
CM,TAREA_3,AREA
CM,TVOL_3,VOLU
CMSEL,NONE

!--Volume 4--

KSEL,S,KP,,120,220,100
LSLK,S,1
CM,L_ONE,LINE
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KSEL,S,KP,,30,230,200
LSLK,A,1
CM,L_TWO,LINE
ASKIN,L_TWO,L_ONE
CMSEL,NONE

KSEL,S,KP,,121,221,100
LSLK,S,1
CM,L_ONE,LINE
KSEL,S,KP,,31,231,200
LSLK,A,1
CM,L_TWO,LINE
ASKIN,L_TWO,L_ONE
CMSEL,NONE

KSEL,S,KP,,220,221
LSLK,S,1
CM,L_ONE,LINE
KSEL,S,KP,,230,231
LSLK,A,1
CM,L_TWO,LINE
ASKIN,L_TWO,L_ONE
CMSEL,NONE

CMSEL,A,TDARE_2
CMSEL,A,TDARE_3
CMSEL,A,TDARE_5
VA,ALL
CM,TAREA_4,AREA
CM,TVOL_4,VOLU
CMSEL,NONE

!--Volume 5--

KSEL,S,KP,,10,11
KSEL,A,KP,,110,111
LSLK,S,1
AL,ALL

KSEL,S,KP,,10,20,10
LSLK,S,1
CM,L_ONE,LINE
KSEL,S,KP,,110,120,10
LSLK,A,1
CM,L_TWO,LINE
ASKIN,L_TWO,L_ONE
CMSEL,NONE

KSEL,S,KP,,11,12
LSLK,S,1
CM,L_ONE,LINE
KSEL,S,KP,,111,112
LSLK,A,1
CM,L_TWO,LINE
ASKIN,L_TWO,L_ONE

KSEL,S,KP,,12,14,2
LSLK,S,1
CM,L_ONE,LINE
KSEL,S,KP,,112,114,2
LSLK,A,1
CM,L_TWO,LINE
ASKIN,L_TWO,L_ONE

KSEL,S,KP,,10,14
KSEL,A,KP,,20,21
LSLK,S,1
AL,ALL

CMSEL,A,TDARE_4
CMSEL,A,TDARE_6
CMSEL,A,TDARE_7
VA,ALL
CM,TAREA_5,AREA
CM,TVOL_5,VOLU
CMSEL,NONE
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!--Volume 6--

KSEL,S,KP,,16,17
LSLK,S,1
CM,L_ONE,LINE
KSEL,S,KP,,116,117
LSLK,A,1
CM,L_TWO,LINE
ASKIN,L_TWO,L_ONE

KSEL,S,KP,,14,16
LSLK,S,1
CM,L_ONE,LINE
KSEL,S,KP,,114,116
LSLK,A,1
CM,L_TWO,LINE
ASKIN,L_TWO,L_ONE

KSEL,S,KP,,17,18
KSEL,A,KP,,117,118
LSLK,S,1
AL,ALL

KSEL,S,KP,,18,19
LSLK,S,1
CM,L_ONE,LINE
KSEL,S,KP,,118,119
LSLK,A,1
CM,L_TWO,LINE
ASKIN,L_TWO,L_ONE

KSEL,S,KP,,19,21,2
LSLK,S,1
CM,L_ONE,LINE
KSEL,S,KP,,119,121,2
LSLK,A,1
CM,L_TWO,LINE
ASKIN,L_TWO,L_ONE

KSEL,S,KP,,14,19
KSEL,A,KP,,21
LSLK,S,1
AL,ALL

CMSEL,A,TDARE_6
CMSEL,A,TDARE_8
VA,ALL
CM,TAREA_6,AREA
CM,TVOL_6,VOLU
CMSEL,NONE

!--Volume 7--

KSEL,S,KP,,101
KSEL,A,KP,,110,118
LSLK,S,1
AL,ALL

KSEL,S,KP,,201
KSEL,A,KP,,210,218
LSLK,S,1
AL,ALL

KSEL,S,KP,,101,118,17
LSLK,S,1
CM,L_ONE,LINE
KSEL,S,KP,,201,218,17
LSLK,A,1
CM,L_TWO,LINE
ASKIN,L_TWO,L_ONE

KSEL,S,KP,,101,110,9
LSLK,S,1
CM,L_ONE,LINE
KSEL,S,KP,,201,210,9
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LSLK,A,1
CM,L_TWO,LINE
ASKIN,L_TWO,L_ONE

CMSEL,A,TDARE_9
CMSEL,A,TDARE_10
CMSEL,A,TDARE_11
CMSEL,A,TDARE_13
CMSEL,A,TDARE_14
CMSEL,A,TDARE_15
VA,ALL
CM,TAREA_7,AREA
CM,TVOL_7,VOLU
CMSEL,NONE

!--Volume 8--

KSEL,S,KP,,110,120,10
LSLK,S,1
CM,L_ONE,LINE
KSEL,S,KP,,210,220,10
LSLK,A,1
CM,L_TWO,LINE
ASKIN,L_TWO,L_ONE
CMSEL,NONE

KSEL,S,KP,,210,214
KSEL,A,KP,,220,221
LSLK,S,1
AL,ALL

CMSEL,A,TDARE_5
CMSEL,A,TDARE_7
CMSEL,A,TDARE_9
CMSEL,A,TDARE_10
CMSEL,A,TDARE_11
CMSEL,A,TDARE_12
VA,ALL
CM,TAREA_8,AREA
CM,TVOL_8,VOLU
CMSEL,NONE

!--Volume 9--

KSEL,S,KP,,118,119
LSLK,S,1
CM,L_ONE,LINE
KSEL,S,KP,,218,219
LSLK,A,1
CM,L_TWO,LINE
ASKIN,L_TWO,L_ONE

KSEL,S,KP,,119,121,2
LSLK,S,1
CM,L_ONE,LINE
KSEL,S,KP,,219,221,2
LSLK,A,1
CM,L_TWO,LINE
ASKIN,L_TWO,L_ONE

KSEL,S,KP,,214,219
KSEL,A,KP,,221
LSLK,S,1
AL,ALL

CMSEL,A,TDARE_8
CMSEL,A,TDARE_12
CMSEL,A,TDARE_13
CMSEL,A,TDARE_14
CMSEL,A,TDARE_15
VA,ALL
CM,TAREA_9,AREA
CM,TVOL_9,VOLU
CMSEL,NONE

/COM---Insert---
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!--Selection of contact surface for insert against tool--

*IF,QE,EQ,'r',THEN
  X50C=-(WI-LT2*SIN(45+AT1/2))*SIN(90-AT1/2)/SIN(45)
  Y50C=-(WI-LT2*SIN(45+AT1/2))*COS(90-AT1/2)/SIN(45)
  R50C=AT1/2-45
*ELSEIF,QE,EQ,'t',THEN
  X50C=-(WI-LT2*SIN(45+AT1/2))*COS(90-AT1/2)/SIN(45)
  Y50C=-(WI-LT2*SIN(45+AT1/2))*SIN(90-AT1/2)/SIN(45)
  R50C=45-AT1/2
*ENDIF

CSYS,20

CLOCAL,50,0,X50C,Y50C,-DT,R50C,0,0 ! Coordinate system for insert
CLOCAL,55,1,WI/2,WI/2,0,0,0,0 ! Coordinate system for inserthole
CSYS,50

XI52=0
YI52=WI
XI61=AP/SIN(K)
YI61=0
XI91=WI
YI91=0
XI92=WI
YI92=WI

K,51,0,0
K,52,XI52,YI52
K,61,XI61,YI61
K,91,XI91,YI91
K,92,XI92,YI92

L,51,91
L,91,92
L,92,52
L,52,51

CSYS,55

RI62=RI
VI62=225
RI81=RI
VI81=315
RI82=RI
VI82=45
RI63=RI
VI63=135

K,71,0,0
K,62,RI62,VI62
K,63,RI63,VI63
K,81,RI81,VI81
K,82,RI82,VI82

LARC,62,81,71,RI
LARC,81,82,71,RI
LARC,82,63,71,RI
LARC,63,62,71,RI

CSYS,50
CLOCAL,55,0,0,0,HI,0,0,0 ! Coordinate system for top of insert
CSYS,55

K,151,0,0
K,152,XI52,YI52
K,161,XI61,YI61
K,191,XI91,YI91
K,192,XI92,YI92
L,151,191
L,191,192
L,192,152
L,152,151

CLOCAL,60,1,WI/2,WI/2,0,0,0,0 ! Coordinate system for insert hole
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CSYS,60

K,171,0,0
K,162,RI62,VI62
K,163,RI63,VI63
K,181,RI81,VI81
K,182,RI82,VI82

LARC,162,181,171,RI
LARC,181,182,171,RI
LARC,182,163,171,RI
LARC,163,162,171,RI

CSYS,50

L,51,62
L,91,81
L,92,82
L,52,63
L,151,162
L,191,181
L,192,182
L,152,163

!--Vertical lines--

L,51,151
L,52,152
L,62,162
L,63,163
L,81,181
L,82,182
L,91,191
L,92,192

CSYS,0

!--Areas--

KSEL,S,KP,,51,151,100
KSEL,A,KP,,62,162,100
LSLK,S,1
AL,ALL
CM,IDAREA_1,AREA
CMSEL,NONE

KSEL,S,KP,,52,152,100
KSEL,A,KP,,63,163,100
LSLK,S,1
AL,ALL
CM,IDAREA_2,AREA
CMSEL,NONE

KSEL,S,KP,,82,182,100
KSEL,A,KP,,92,192,100
LSLK,S,1
AL,ALL
CM,IDAREA_3,AREA
CMSEL,NONE

KSEL,S,KP,,81,181,100
KSEL,A,KP,,91,191,100
LSLK,S,1
AL,ALL
CM,IDAREA_4,AREA
CMSEL,NONE

!--Volumes--

!--Volume 1--

KSEL,S,KP,,51,151,100
KSEL,A,KP,,52,152,100
LSLK,S,1
AL,ALL
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KSEL,S,KP,,62,63
LSLK,S,1
CM,L_ONE,LINE
KSEL,S,KP,,162,163
LSLK,A,1
CM,L_TWO,LINE
ASKIN,L_TWO,L_ONE

KSEL,S,KP,,51,52
KSEL,A,KP,,62,63
LSLK,S,1
AL,ALL

KSEL,S,KP,,151,152
KSEL,A,KP,,162,163
LSLK,S,1
AL,ALL

CMSEL,A,IDAREA_1
CMSEL,A,IDAREA_2
VA,ALL
CM,IAREA_1,AREA
CM,IVOL_1,VOLU
CMSEL,NONE

!--Volume 2--

KSEL,S,KP,,52,152,100
KSEL,A,KP,,92,192,100
LSLK,S,1
AL,ALL

KSEL,S,KP,,63,82,19
LSLK,S,1
CM,L_ONE,LINE
KSEL,S,KP,,163,182,19
LSLK,A,1
CM,L_TWO,LINE
ASKIN,L_TWO,L_ONE

KSEL,S,KP,,52,63,11
KSEL,A,KP,,82,92,10
LSLK,S,1
AL,ALL

KSEL,S,KP,,152,163,11
KSEL,A,KP,,182,192,10
LSLK,S,1
AL,ALL

CMSEL,A,IDAREA_2
CMSEL,A,IDAREA_3
VA,ALL
CM,IAREA_2,AREA
CM,IVOL_2,VOLU
CMSEL,NONE

!--Volume 3--

KSEL,S,KP,,91,191,100
KSEL,A,KP,,92,192,100
LSLK,S,1
AL,ALL

KSEL,S,KP,,81,82
LSLK,S,1
CM,L_ONE,LINE
KSEL,S,KP,,181,182
LSLK,A,1
CM,L_TWO,LINE
ASKIN,L_TWO,L_ONE

KSEL,S,KP,,81,82
KSEL,A,KP,,91,92
LSLK,S,1
AL,ALL
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KSEL,S,KP,,181,182
KSEL,A,KP,,191,192
LSLK,S,1
AL,ALL

CMSEL,A,IDAREA_3
CMSEL,A,IDAREA_4
VA,ALL
CM,IAREA_3,AREA
CM,IVOL_3,VOLU
CMSEL,NONE

!--Volume 4--

KSEL,S,KP,,62,81,19
LSLK,S,1
CM,L_ONE,LINE
KSEL,S,KP,,162,181,19
LSLK,A,1
CM,L_TWO,LINE
ASKIN,L_TWO,L_ONE

KSEL,S,KP,,51,151,100
KSEL,A,KP,,91,191,100
LSLK,S,1
AL,ALL

KSEL,S,KP,,51,62,11
KSEL,A,KP,,81,91,10
LSLK,S,1
AL,ALL

KSEL,S,KP,,151,162,11
KSEL,A,KP,,181,191,10
LSLK,S,1
AL,ALL

CMSEL,A,IDAREA_1
CMSEL,A,IDAREA_4
VA,ALL
CM,IAREA_4,AREA
CM,IVOL_4,VOLU
CMSEL,NONE

ALLSEL

/PREP7

!--Mesh of tool--

MAT,1
TYPE,1
REAL,1

KSEL,S,KP,,10,21
KSEL,A,KP,,110,121
KSEL,A,KP,,101
KSEL,A,KP,,211,217
LSLK,S,1
CM,CON_L,LINE
LESIZE,ALL,ES

KSEL,S,KP,,10,46
KSEL,A,KP,,101,121
KSEL,A,KP,,201,210
KSEL,A,KP,,218,246
LSLK,S,1
CMSEL,U,CON_L
LESIZE,ALL,ES2

CMSEL,S,TVOL_1
CMSEL,A,TVOL_2
CMSEL,A,TVOL_3
CMSEL,A,TVOL_4
CMSEL,A,TVOL_5
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CMSEL,A,TVOL_6
CMSEL,A,TVOL_7
CMSEL,A,TVOL_8
CMSEL,A,TVOL_9

MSHAPE,1,3D
VMESH,ALL
CMSEL,NONE

CSYS,20
CLOCAL,45,1,XT47,YT47,0,0,0,0 ! Coordinate system for clamp
CSYS,45
NSEL,S,LOC,X,0,RT2
NSEL,R,LOC,Z,0
CM,CLAM,NODE ! Nodes for clamp
CSYS,0
ALLSEL

!--Mesh of insert--

MAT,2
TYPE,2
REAL,2

KSEL,S,KP,,51,52
KSEL,A,KP,,151,152
KSEL,A,KP,,91,92
KSEL,A,KP,,191,192

LSLK,S,1
LESIZE,ALL,ES

CMSEL,S,IVOL_1
CMSEL,A,IVOL_2
CMSEL,A,IVOL_3
CMSEL,A,IVOL_4
VMESH,ALL
CMSEL,NONE

CSYS,60

NSEL,S,LOC,X,RI
NSEL,R,LOC,Y,AT3-90,AT3+90
NSEL,R,LOC,Z,-HI,0
CM,FIXF,NODE ! Nodes for fixing force
CMSEL,NONE

CSYS,55
NSEL,S,LOC,X,0,AP/SIN(K)
NSEL,R,LOC,Y,0,0
NSEL,R,LOC,Z,0,-2*H
CM,LOAD,NODE ! Nodes for cutting force

CSYS,0
ALLSEL

/COM ---Generate contact elements---

MAT,3

!--Right side--

REAL,3

!-Contact surface-

TYPE,3
KSEL,S,KP,,10,11
KSEL,A,KP,,110,111
LSLK,S,1
ASLL,S,1
NSLA,S,1
ESLN,S,0
ESURF,ALL

!-Target surface-
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TYPE,4
KSEL,S,KP,,91,92
KSEL,A,KP,,191,192
LSLK,S,1
ASLL,S,1
NSLA,S,1
ESLN,S,0
ESURF,ALL
ALLSEL

!--Top side--

REAL,4

!-Contact surface-

TYPE,3
KSEL,S,KP,,17,18
KSEL,A,KP,,117,118
LSLK,S,1
ASLL,S,1
NSLA,S,1
ESLN,S,0
ESURF,ALL

!-Target surface-

TYPE,4
KSEL,S,KP,,92,192,100
KSEL,A,KP,,52,152,100
LSLK,S,1
ASLL,S,1
NSLA,S,1
ESLN,S,0
ESURF,ALL
ALLSEL

!--Bottom side--

REAL,5

!-Target surface-

TYPE,3
KSEL,S,KP,,101
KSEL,A,KP,,110,118
LSLK,S,1
ASLL,S,1
NSLA,S,1
ESLN,S,0
ESURF,ALL

!-Contact surface-

TYPE,4
KSEL,S,KP,,51,52
KSEL,A,KP,,62,63
KSEL,A,KP,,81,82
KSEL,A,KP,,91,92
LSLK,S,1
ASLL,S,1
NSLA,S,1
ESLN,S,0
ESURF,ALL
ALLSEL

/SOLUTION

FCUT=0

*IF,QE,EQ,'r',THEN
FIXS='right'
*ELSEIF,QE,EQ,'t',THEN
FIXS='top'
*ENDIF
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/TITLE,Fixed to %FIXS%. Tip seat angle = %AT1%. FC = %FCUT% N

/COM ---Boundary Conditions---

KSEL,S,KP,,40,46
KSEL,A,KP,,240,246
LSLK,S,1
NSLL,S,1
D,ALL,ALL,ALL
ALLSEL

/COM ---Options for solver---

ANTYPE,STATIC ! Static solution
NLGEOM,ON ! Large displacement
OUTRES,ALL,LAST ! Output

AUTOTS,OFF ! Auto time stepping
NSUBST,1,1000,1 ! Substeps
PRED,ON ! Prediction
NROPT,FULL,,OFF ! Newton-Raphson solver
LNSRCH,ON ! Linesearch
NEQIT,100 ! Maximum number of iterations

/COM ---Loads and solution---

CSYS,0

!--Fixing force--

TIMEC=1

*DO,T,1,TIMEC,1
  CMSEL,S,FIXF
  FSHX=FIH*T/TIMEC
  FSHY=FIH*T/TIMEC
  FSVT=FIV*T/TIMEC
  *GET,SUM1,NODE,,COUNT
  F,ALL,FX,FSHX*COS(AT3-90+K+R50C)/SUM1
  F,ALL,FY,FSHY*SIN(AT3-90+K+R50C)/SUM1
  F,ALL,FZ,-FSVT/SUM1
  CMSEL,S,CLAM
  *GET,SUM2,NODE,,COUNT
  F,ALL,FX,-FTH*COS(AT3-90+K+R50C)*T/TIMEC/SUM2
  F,ALL,FY,-FTH*SIN(AT3-90+K+R50C)*T/TIMEC/SUM2
  F,ALL,FZ,-FTV/TIMEC/SUM2
  ALLSEL
  TIME,T
  SOLVE
  SAVE
*ENDDO

!--Cutting force--

CSYS,0
CMSEL,S,LOAD
*GET,SUM3,NODE,,COUNT
F,ALL,FY,FF/SUM3
F,ALL,FX,FP/SUM3
F,ALL,FZ,-FC/SUM3
ALLSEL
FCUT=FC

TIME,TIMEC+1
SOLVE
FINISH

/COM ---General Postprocessing---

/POST1

/PLOPTS,LEG2,OFF ! Portion of legend column off
/PLOPTS,FRAME,OFF ! No frame
ALLSEL
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ESEL,U,REAL,,2 ! Unselect insert solid elements
ESEL,U,ENAME,,TARGE170 ! Unselect target elements
EPLOT ! Plot elements
SET,LAST ! Select last load set
/CONTOUR,1,20 ! Number of contour values
/USER,1 ! Reset /FOCUS and /DIST
/VIEW,1,-0.87,-0.45,0.188 ! Defines the viewing direction
/DIST,1,0.017 ! Specifies the viewing distance
/ANGLE,1,80.2 ! Rotates the display about the z-axis
/LIGHT,1,1,1,-0.59,-0.79,0.15,0 ! Specifies the light direction
/FOCUS,1,0.0189,0.00418,-0.0123 ! Specifies the focus point
/REPLOT

PLNSOL,CONT,PRES ! Plot contact pressure
sandvik_logo.mac ! Plot Sandvik Coromant logo

SAVE
FINISH
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Appendix 3 Cutting force calculations

Known parameters and their values for material SS 2541:

Specific cutting force unit, kc1 1700 MPa
Rise in specific cutting force as a
function of chip thickness, mc

0,25

Feed, fn 0,25 mm/r
Setting angle, κ 75°
Cutting depth, ap 2,0 mm
Rake angle of insert, γ 0°

Calculation of chip thickness:

κsin⋅= nfh
mm0,24=⋅= 75sin25,0h

Calculation of specific cutting force:







 −⋅= −

100
11

γ
cm

cc hkk

MPa2425=





 −⋅= −

100
0

124,01700 25,0
ck

Calculation of cutting force:

cpnc kafF ⋅⋅=

N1213=⋅⋅= 24250,225,0cF

Approximate calculation of passive- and feed force:

cf FF ⋅= 5,0

N606,5=⋅= 12135,0fF

fp FF ⋅= 5,0

N303,3=⋅= 5,6065,0pF
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Appendix 4 Clamping force calculations

Known parameters and their values:

Force acting on area C, FC 3370 N
Force acting on area D, FD 1040 N
Force acting on area S, FS 6290 N
Coefficient of friction on area C, D and S, κ 0,12

Horisontal force acting on insert:

DCCIH FFF +⋅= µ
N1444=+⋅= 1040337012,0IHF

Vertical force acting on insert:

DDCIV FFF ⋅+= µ
N3495=⋅+= 104012,03370IVF

Horisontal force acting on tool:

SSDCCTH FFFF ⋅++⋅= µµ
N2199=⋅++⋅= 629012,01040337012,0THF

Vertical force acting on tool:

DDCSTV FFFF ⋅−−= µ
N2795=⋅−−= 104012,033706290TVF
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Appendix 5 Temperature calculations

Known parameters and their values:

Feed force, Ff 606,5 N
Cutting force, Fc 1213 N
Shear plane angle, ϕ 30°
Density, ρ 7800 kg/m3

Specific heat capacity, cp 500 Nm/kg°C
Chip thickness, h 2,0 mm
Cutting depth, b 0,25 mm

Calculation of the temperature in the primary shear zone:

bhc

FF
T

p

fc
s ⋅⋅⋅

⋅−
+=

ρ

ϕtan
90,020

C418°=
⋅⋅⋅⋅⋅

⋅−
+=

−− 33 1025,0100,25007800
30tan5,6061213

90,020sT

Calculation of the temperature at rake surface:

bhc

F
TT

p

f
sr ⋅⋅⋅

⋅
+=

ρ

ϕtan

25,0
1

C1136°=
⋅⋅⋅⋅⋅

⋅
+=

−− 33 1025,0100,25007800
30tan5,606

25,0
1

418rT
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Appendix 6 Analytical calculations

Forces

> restart;
> F[r] :=k*int((delta[x]-beta*y),y=0..w);
> F[t] :=k*int((delta[y]+(beta-alpha)*x),x=0..w);

 := F
r

k 





 − δ

x
w

1
2

β w2

 := F
t

k 





 + δ

y
w

1
2

( ) − β α w2

Equilibrium equations

> eq1 := simplify(F[x]-F[r]);
> eq2 := simplify(F[y]-F[t]);
> eq3 := simplify(F[x]*w/2-F[y]*w/2-k*int(((delta[x]-
beta*y))*y,y=0..w)+k*int(((delta[y]+(beta-alpha)*x))*x,x=0..w));

 := eq1  −  + F
x

k δ
x

w
1
2

k β w2

 := eq2  −  −  + F
y

k δ
y

w
1
2

k β w2 1
2

k w2 α

 := eq3  −  +  −  −  + 
1
2

F
x

w
1
2

F
y
w

2
3

k β w3 1
2

k δ
x

w2 1
3

k w3 α
1
2

k δ
y
w2

Variables

> equations := {eq1=0,eq2=0,eq3=0};
> variables := {delta[x],delta[y],beta};
> K := 90-0.01;                               # Tip seat angle
> alpha := (90-K)*Pi/180;
> w := 12e-3;                                 # Width of tip seat
> F[clamp] := 1444;                           # Clampforce
> F[x] := F[clamp]*cos(40*Pi/180);
> F[y] := F[clamp]*sin(40*Pi/180);
> E := 210e9;                                 # Module of Elasticity
> h := 1e-4;                                  # Contact height
> l := 1.0e-3;                                # Spring length
> k := E*h/l;                                 # Stiffness
> L := evalf(solve(equations,variables));

equations  =  −  + Fx k δx w
1
2

k β w2 0  =  −  −  + Fy k δy w
1
2

k β w2 1
2

k w2 α 0, ,{ := 

 =  −  +  −  −  + 
1
2

F
x

w
1
2

F
y

w
2
3

k β w3 1
2

k δ
x

w2 1
3

k w3 α
1
2

k δ
y

w2 0 }

 := variables { }, ,β δx δy

 := K 89.99

 := α .00005555555556 π

 := w .012

 := Fclamp 1444
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 := F
x

1444 





cos

2
9

π

 := F
y

1444 





sin

2
9

π

 := E .210 1012

 := h .0001

 := l .0010

 := k .2100000000 1011

 := L { }, , = δx .4913155029 10 -5  = δy .4206873809 10 -5  = β .00008726646260

> delta[y] := evalf(subs(L,delta[y]));
> beta := evalf(subs(L,beta));
> delta[x] := evalf(subs(L,delta[x]));
> unassign('w');

 := δy .4206873809 10 -5

 := β .00008726646260

 := δx .4913155029 10 -5

> w:=12e-3;
> plot((k*((delta[x]-beta*y))),y=0..w,title="Right side");
> plot(k*((delta[y]+(beta-alpha)*x)),x=0..w,title="Top side");

 := w .012



Analysis of contact between Insert and Tip seat
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Contact pressure

> P[r] :=F[r]/(h*w);
> P[t] :=F[t]/(h*w);

 := Pr .9218068133 109

 := Pt  − .9933992425 109 .7000000000 108 π


